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IN THE: .SUPREME. COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
EAST BENCH IRRIGATION COM-
PANY, et al., 
Plaintiffs and Respondents, 
-vs.-
STATT~ OF UTAH; JOSEPH M. 
TRACY, State Engineer of the State 
of Utah; DESERET IRRIGATION 
COMPANY, et al., 
Defendants and .Appellants. 
No. 8487 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
This case is before the Supreme Court for the second 
time. The first decision, reported at 2 Utah 2d 170, 271 
P. 2d 449, ordered: 
"The case is remanded to the district court 
to amend its Findings and Judgment to conform 
to the views expressed in this opinion. Costs to 
Appellants." 
Thereafter, the defendants and appellants spent 
considerable time and effort in drawing proposed Find-
ings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree to conform 
-to the Supreme Court's opinion. The appellants' pro-
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2 
posed Findings and Decree are printed in full as an ap-
:pendix to this brief. The respondents also filed proposals 
with the trial court, which were substantially the same 
as the findings before this court on the first appeal. 
After the remittitur was duly filed and without 
further evidence being adduced to supplement the record 
in the case, a hearing was held at Panguitch concerning 
the adoption of the final decree. After presentation of 
considerable argument, the trial court took the matter 
under advisement and subsequently filed its Findings 
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree, which Decree 
of the trial court states as follows: 
"IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DE-
CREED that the said applications and each and 
all of them are hereby approved. 
"IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDG-
ED AND DECREED that the State Engineer 
endorse his approval on each and all of said ap-
plications and return the same to the applicants 
in order that they might proceed to carry out the 
changes proposed in said applications in the same 
manner, force and effect as though approval had 
been granted in the State Engineer's office in the 
first instance and no appeal to the courts had 
been taken. 
"IT IS FlTRTHER ORDERED, ADJUDG-
ED AND DECREED that the State Engineer 
· perform his full statutory duties in supervising 
the acco1nplishing of the things applied for in the 
applications. ,and in ad1ninistering the waters of 
the Sevier River in the same 1nanner, force and ef-
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feet as though the said State Engineer had orig-
inally approved said applications and no appeal 
had been taken by any party." 
Except for the usual preliminary recitals, these three 
short paragraphs constitute the entire Decree. 
This has been extremely expensive litigation. The 
Decree entered herein will directly affect thousands of 
families in Sevier, Sanpete and Millard Counties. There 
is no need to elaborate upon the conditions incident to 
the case. E.ach Inember of the court is thoroughly fa-
Juiliar with the physical conditions of the river and is 
fully aware of the effect of this decision upon those com-
lnunities dependent upon the waters of the river. 
Inasmuch as this is the second appeal in the case 
and the issue before this court is whether or not the 
trial court in entering its findings of fact, conclusions 
of law and decree conformed to the order and direction 
of the Supreme Court in its decision, no statement of 
facts is necessary and none is set forth in this brief. 
STATEMENT OF POINTS 
POINT I. 
THE TRIAL COURT FAILED AND REFUSED TO 
AMEND ITS FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DECREE TO 
CONFORM TO THE VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE SUPREME 
COURT IN ITS DECISION. 
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POINT II. 
THE TRIAL COURT FAILED AND REFUSED IN IT.S 
CON·CLUSIONS OF L,AW AND DECREE TO PROVIDE THAT 
THE APPLICATIONS MUST BE ALLOWED' BUT ONLY UP-
ON THE CONDITIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS: (A) THAT 
WATER MUST FLOW PAST THE KINGSTON STATION AT 
THE SAME TIME AND IN THE SAME QUANTITY AS IF NO 
CHANGES HAD BEEN MADE AND (B) THAT WATER 
SAVINGS BY DRAINAGE AND BY ABANDONMENT OF 
RESPONDENTS' WASTEFUL PRACTI~CES MUST BE 
SHOWN TO JUSTIFY STORAGE. 
POIN'T III. 
THE TRIAL ·COURT FAILED TO PROVIDE THAT THE 
EXPENSE OF MAKING THE DETERMINATIONS AND 
STUDIES CON·CERNING THE WATER MEASUREMENTS 
SHOULD BE BORNE BY THE RESPONDENTS AS STATED 
IN THE DECISION OF THIS COUR,T. 
P,OINT IV. 
THE TRIAL COURT FAILED TO PROVIDE THAT ANY 
DOUBTS OR UNCERTAINTIES IN SUCH DETERMINA-
TIONS SHOULD BE RESOLVED AGAINST THE RESPON-
DENTS AND IN FAVOR OF THE APPELLANTS. 
POINT V. 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ITS JUDGMENT IN 
SUMlVIARILY ORDERING THE STATE ENGINEER TO AP-
PROVE THE APPLICATIONS "AND RETURN THE SAME 
IN ORDER THAT APPLI·CANTS MIGHT PROCEED TO 
CARRY OUT iTHE CHANGES PROPOSED IN SAID AP-
PLI,CAITIONS, IN THE SAME MANNER, FORCE AND 
EFFECT AS THOUGH APPROVAL HAD BEEN GRANTED 
IN THE STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE IN THE FIRST IN-
STANCE AND NO APPEAL TO THE COURTS HAD BEEN 
TAKEN.'' 
POINT VI. 
THE DECREE SHOULD PROVIDE THAT THE RESER-
VOIR MAY BE BUILT IF AND WHEN RESPONDENTS 
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FIRST DEMONSTRA'TE THAT THEY CAN AND WILL SUB-
STANTIALLY LOWER THE WATER TABLE IN THEIR 
MEADOW LANDS AND DISCONTINUE THEIR WASTEFUL 
PRACTICE OF APPLYING EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF 
WATER TO 'THEIR LANDS. 
POINT I. 
THE TRIAL COURT FAILED AND REFUSED TO 
AMEND ITS FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DECREE TO 
CONFORM TO THE VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE SUPREME 
COURT IN ITS DECISION. 
The trial court failed and refused to amend its find-
ings, conclusions and decree to conform to the views 
expressed by the Supreme Court in its opinion, and 
the decree of the trial court does not settle the issues nor 
does it fix the rights and liabilities of the parties as to 
the matters submitted for decision. The decree as it now 
stands grants to the respondents everything asked for 
in their original applications, \vithout imposing upon 
them any conditions whatsoever, and in total disregard 
of the directions of the Supreme Court and the rights 
of the appellants as set forth in said opinion. The decree 
finally entered herein by the trial court is in direct con-
flict with its own findings and conclusions. It over-
rides and nullifies the opinion of the Supreme Court, 
and by its own terms leaves the parties in the same 
position as though no .appeal had been taken and no 
decision by this court rendered thereon. 
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POINT II. 
THE TRIAL COURT FAILED AND REFUSED IN ITS 
CON·CLUSIONS OF LAW AND DECREE TO PROVIDE THAT 
THE APPLICATIONS MUST BE ALLOWED BUT ONLY UP-
ON THE CONDITIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS: (A) THAT 
WATER MUST FLOW PAST THE KINGSTON STATION AT 
THE SAME TIME AND IN THE SAME QUANTITY AS IF NO 
CHANGES HAD BEEN MADE AND (B) THAT WATER 
SAVINGS BY DRAINAGE AND BY ABANDONMENT OF 
RESPONDEN'TS' WASTEFUL PRACTICES MUST BE 
SHOWN TO JUSTIFY STORAGE. 
Under f.amiliar principles of law the opinion here-
tofore rendered in this cause is now the governing and 
controlling law of the case and was and is now binding 
upon the trial court. 
We will not in this brief elaborate upon the basic 
reasons why the Supreme Court, speaking through ~{r. 
Justice Wade, said : 
"We conclude that the applications must be 
allowed but only on condition tl1at the applicants 
make the changes outlined above in the use of 
their water in accordance 'vith their testimony on 
that question so that such changes into storage 
and use on other lands \Yill be made "\Yithout in-
creasing the amount or quantity of water con-
sumed under such changes over the .a1nount and 
quantity of water which \Yould have been con-
suined had no change in the use been made. This 
requires that the vested rights of the lower users 
shall not be impaired by such changes either by 
reducing the flo'v of "\Yater "\Yhich shall thereafter 
flo\v past the Kingston measuring station for the 
use of the lower users or by changing the time of 
such flow to their detriinent. It requires the same 
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flow of water past that measuring station as long 
as such change shall be in operation as would have 
flowed past that station under the same diversion 
works and systems in operation prior to the 
changes while irrigating the same land, supplying 
the same culinary water .and growing the same 
kind of crops as were grown prior to the changes, 
not for 7 months of the year but for each and 
every day of each and every year while such 
changes are in operation." 271 P. 2d 449, page 
453. 
"The plaintiffs' applications must therefore 
be granted only on condition that the amount and 
quantity of water flowing at the Kingston measur-
ing station on each and every day of every year 
operating under such changes must be maintained 
the same as it would have been had the operations 
continued under the old system without the 
changes being made." 271 P. 2d 449, page 458. 
Appellants request this court to examine carefully 
their proposed Findings and Decree set forth in full in 
the appendix to this brief. We believe such examination 
will save this court's time and effort because great care 
was given to following this court's opinion. Paragraph 
9 of the appellant's proposed decree provides: 
"The decision of the State Engineer of Utah 
denying each of said .applications is hereby mod-
ified and the State Engineer is hereby ordered 
and directed to approve such applications subject 
to the conditions set forth in this decree." 
The conditions referred to in paragraph 9 quoted 
above are specifically set forth in appellants' proposed 
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decree which was submitted to the trial court and were 
taken in substance from the majority opinion of this 
court. 
This court has held, in the opinion, that the ap-
proval of the applications, "\vithout condition, would 
necessarily invade and impair the vested rights of the 
appellants. The opinion very plainly holds that lower 
users' vested rights will be unimpaired only if the change 
applications are granted on the condition that respon-
dents drain the water table of their meadow lands and 
eliminate the wasteful practice of flooding their lands 
in the winter and early spring. The opinion states: 
"It is cle.ar that plaintiffs while contending 
that such a saving is possible, also eontend that 
they have the right to store in the reservoir and 
use on the new and old lands the full quantity of 
water awarded them in the Cox Decree if it is 
available, throughout the year regardless of what 
effect it may have on the quantity of water avail-
able for the use of the lower water users on this 
river system. As we slzalllater denzonstrate plain-
tiffs have no such riglzt." 271 P. 2d lefthand 
column on page 453. (Emphasis added.) 
Paragraph 2 of appellants' proposed decree \Y.as 
designed to forever set at rest the erroneous theory of 
respondents to the effect that the Cox Deeree gives to 
them certain winter and non-irrigation season "rater 
wh ieh they· can convert fron1 direct flo'v rights to stor-
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age for summer use, or otherwise deal with the same 
without regard to the vested rights of the lower users. 
Paragr.aph 2 of appellants' proposed decree reads: 
"That the construction and use of the Hatch 
Town Reservoir and the storage, use and change 
of point of diversion or place or nature of use 
.as proposed in the plaintiffs' applications, if ef-
fected, would invade and impair the vested rights 
of the defendants in the w.aters of the South Fork 
of the Sevier River." 
Without such express provision in the decree it is 
easily conceivable that in future years the respondents 
or their successors in interest may again contend for 
the right to convert their winter and non-irrigation sea-
son water from direct flow rights to storage for sum-
mer use, and the problem may again plague the courts. 
The theory of respondents .as to such conversion, and 
the contrary claim of appellants, was a direct issue on 
the first appeal in this case, and this court emphatically 
expressed itself and ruled thereon. To avoid future litiga-
tion these appellants are entitled to .a clear-cut, complete 
and definite statement thereon to be incorporated in the 
final decree. 
The court will note that the extraordinarily brief 
decree, as entered by the trial court, contains no pro-
vision whatsoever that requires respondents to cause 
the water to flow past the Kingston me.asuring station 
at the same time and in the same quantity as if the 
changes had not been made. While paragraph 5 of the 
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trial court's conclusions of law makes a statement some-
what to this effect, appellants are unable to understand 
why such provision was not included in the court's decree. 
The Supreme Court's decision emphasizes time and time 
again that: 
"The plaintiffs' applications must therefore 
be granted only on condition that the amount and 
quantity of water flowing at the Kingston measur-
ing station on each and every day of every year 
operating under such changes must be maintained 
the same as it would have been had the opera-
tions continued under the old system without the 
changes being made." ( 471 P. 2d, righthand 
column on page 458) 
Paragr.aph 3 of appellants' proposed decree states 
this salutary principle and appellants' earnestly contend 
that they are entitled to have such language included in 
the decree, as finally entered herein. This proposed 
paragraph of appellants reads as follo"\\'"S: 
"That notwithstanding any provision in the 
Cox Decree to the contrary·, as claimed by plain-
tiffs, or any storage, use or change of point of 
diversion of place or nature of use, which plain-
tiffs may hereafter 1nake under their applications, 
the defendants have a vested right to have the 
waters of the South Fork of the Sevier Ri\er 
flow past the l{ingston Measuring Station on 
each and every day for every year in the s.ame 
quantity and at the same hour as would have 
flowed past said Kingston Measuring Station if 
no storage, use or change of point of diversion 
or place or nature of use, as proposed by plain-
tiffs in their applications, had been made." 
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Paragraph 6 of appellants' proposed decree pro-
vides: 
"That no plaintiff has the right under the 
Cox Decree or otherwise to divert into the Old 
State Ditch, or into any other ditch or canal, for 
use upon the 5,000 acres of new lands referred 
to in applications a-2371, .a-2372 and a-2373, those 
waters of the South Fork of the Sevier River 
that would flow past the Kingston Measuring 
Station in the absence of any storage, use or 
change of point of diversion or place or nature 
of use as proposed by plaintiffs in their said ap-
plications." 
This paragraph finds its support in the following 
quotation from this court's opinion: 
"The state contracted to sell such lands to 
new settlers who occupied, cultivated and irrigated 
them, but in May, 1914, the dam washed out and 
has not been replaced, the settlers abandoned the 
land which reverted to the state and since then 
has grown only sagebrush and wild grass without 
irrigation. Plaintiffs claim no right to store and 
use water on these lands !because water .was 
previously stored and used to irrigate them." 
(Emphasis added.) 
(471 P. 2d, lefthand column on page 451) 
At one time during the trial of this case, plaintiffs 
did contend that a remote provision of the Cox Decree 
gave them color of right to store winter water and use 
the same to irrig.ate the 5,000 acres of new land. Truth 
compelled them to admit that they claim no right to 
store and use water on these lands by virtue of any pro-
visions concerning storage contained in the Cox Decree. 
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Appellants see no reason why this issue cannot now be 
positively foreclosed by the inclusion in the Decree of 
their proposed paragraph 6. 
There is no question in our minds but what, at 
some future time, successors in interest to respondents, 
if not some of the respondents themselves, will again 
claim the right to store and use water on these 5,000 
.acres of land under the Old State Canal because of 
some vague and indefinite provision in the Cox Decree. 
Because the claim was made before, and because the 
matter was discussed in the brief, this court saw fit 
to discuss the situation in its opinion and in effect make 
a finding thereon. Certainly no possible harm can result 
in adopting appellants' paragraph 6 to set the matter 
forever at rest and avoid possible future vexatious 
litig.a tion. 
POINT III. 
THE TRIAL ~COURT FAILED TO PROVIDE THAT THE 
EXPENSE OF MAKING THE DETERMINATIONS AND 
STUDIES CON~CERNING THE WATER MEASUREMENTS 
SHOULD BE BORNE BY THE RESPONDENTS AS STATED 
IN THE DECISION OF THIS COURT. 
To all who have considered the problen1 of deter-
mining and administering the an1ount of "~ater that must 
flow past the l(ingston l\[easuring Station, it is apparent 
the expense involved \Yonld be large. The Supreme 
(~ourt's opinion farsightedly provided: 
". . . and since the changes are made .at the 
request .and for the benefit of the plaintiffs, they 
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should bear any expense occasioned there by . . . " 
( 471 P. 2d lefthand column at page 459) 
Appellants urged the trial court to adopt such 
language in its decree but their request, contained in 
paragraph 4 of their proposed decree, was rejected. (See 
page XIX of this brief, appendix) 
POINT IV. 
THE TRIAL COURT FAILED TO PROVIDE THAT ANY 
DOUBTS OR UNCERTAINTIES IN SUCH DETERMINA-
TIONS SHOULD BE RESOLVED AGAINST THE RESPON-
DENTS AND IN FAVOR OF 'THE APPELLANTS. 
It its opinion this court said: 
". . . and in making the computations, de-
fendants should be given benefit of doubts 
and uncertainties therein." ( 471 P. 2d, lefthand 
column at p.age 459) 
Inevitably there will be .a great many minor doubts 
and uncertainties in administering the flow of water to 
the appellants, and a trial period of error and correction 
n1ay also be anticipated. In complying with the statutory 
requirement that " ... no such change shall be made 
if it impairs any vested right ... " (73-3-3, U.C.A. 1953) 
appellants are entitled to have the benefit of any doubts 
or uncertainties that might arise in the computations. 
Not only are appellants entitled to have such doubts and 
uncertainties resolved in their favor but they are en-
titled to have such express condition embodied in the 
decree for the guidance of future State Engineers and 
for the information of future water users in reading the 
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decree and for courts that may subsequently be required 
to enforce the decree. It is for this reason that appellants 
are entitled to the provision set forth in paragraph 4 
of their proposed decree. 
POINT V. 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ITS JUDGMENT IN 
SUMMARILY ORDERING THE S'TA1TE ENGINEER TO AP-
PROVE THE APPLICATIONS "AND RETURN THE SAME 
IN ORDER THAT APPLICANTS MIGHT PROCEED TO 
CARRY OUT 'THE CHANGES PROPOSED IN SAID AP-
PLIC.A:TIONS, IN THE SAME MANNER, FORCE AND 
EFFECT AS THOUGH APPROVAL HAD BEEN GRANTED 
IN THE STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE IN THE FIRST IN-
STANCE AND NO APPEAL TO THE COURTS HAD BEEN 
TAKEN.'' 
The complete disregard by the trial court of the 
Supreme Court's decision is without precedent in legal 
history. Both the trial court and the litigants are bound 
by the decision of the Supreme Court. In this instance, 
the trial court stated in its decree ~' ... that they (appli-
cants) might proceed to carry out the changes proposed 
in said applications in the same rnanner, force and 
effect as though approval had been granted in the State 
Engineer's office in the first instance and no appeal to 
the courts had been taken." In effect this language 
sets aside the decision of the Supreme Court and directs 
the State Engineer to ignore that decision. It is one of 
the 1nost extraordinary orders ever made by a trial 
judge. 
It is not within the province of the trial court to 
overrule and nullify the clear directives of the Supreme 
Court. As stated supra, this court ordered: 
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"The case is remanded to the District Court 
to amend its findings and judgment to conform 
to the views expressed in this opinion." (Emphasis 
added.) 
In entering its final decree, the trial court failed and 
refused to amend its decree in any manner to conform 
to the views expressed in the opinion of the Supreme 
Court, .and on the contrary entered a decree which is 
strictly contrary to said views. 
If the decree as no"\v entered by the trial court shall 
stand, it is equivalent to saying that the opinion of the 
Supreme Court heretofore rendered is vacated and set 
aside, and the trial court's decree substituted therefor. 
If the applications are approved, with no conditions .at-
tached, and returned in order that applicants can proceed 
to carry out the changes proposed in said applications 
in the same manner and with the same force and effect 
as though approval had been GRANTED IN THE 
STATE E~~GINEER'S OFFICE IN THE FIRST IN-
STANCE AND NO APPEAL TO THE COURTS HAD 
BEEN TAKEN, then all that has been said heretofore 
in appellants' brief on the first appeal and the Supreme 
Court's opinion fall by the "\vayside, .and the respondents 
have prevailed in every contention made by them. The 
State Engineer is ordered by the trial court's decree to 
approve the applications without any conditions attached, 
and the applicants are permitted to carry out their 
changes .as proposed in their applications, without re-
gard to any conditions or restrictions mentioned in the 
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Supreme Court's opinion, but in the same manner and 
with the same force and effect as though approved by 
the State Engineer and as if no appeal had been taken. 
The trial court's judgment is more objectionable than 
the one first appealed from and which was ordered re-
written to conform to the views expressed by this court. 
It gives the respondents water they have never used and 
water which for decades has been the very life blood of 
appellants' homes and farms. The theory of the respon-
dents has been that they have certain rights (which are 
only paper rights) given them by the Cox Decree; that 
they own the water and can do what they please with it. 
The applications of the applicants (quoting from Judge 
IIenriod's dissent, 271 P. 2d page .J-59): 
" . seek to change their direct flow 1t·inter 
use rights to storage rights so as to be able to 
use the water, most of which ordinarily would 
course down the Sevier in the 'vintertime, '/£hen-
ever the applicants 1night need it-· be it the follow-
ing sumn1er, two sum1ners hence: in 1965; or 
never; whether it be on their present lands, on 
5,000 new acres; on both, or neither; \Yhether in 
the Sevier 'vatershed, some other watershed, or 
'by dun1ping it;' in the words of applic.ants' coun-
sel, 'into the Colorado River.' ~, 
The present decree giYes to the1n eyer~ihing they 
have claimed in their applications, \Yithout any eonditions 
whatsoever, and \Yith the full right to proceed to carry 
out the changes proposed in bh~e first instance and as if 
no a1Jpeal had been taken. 
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POINT VI. 
THE DECREE SHOULD PROVIDE THAT THE RESER-
VOIR MAY BE BUILT IF AND WHEN RESPONDEN·TS 
FIRST DEMONSTRATE THAT THEY CAN AND WILL SUB-
STANTIALLY LOWER THE WATER TABLE IN THEIR 
MEADOW LANDS AND DISCONTINUE THEIR WASTEFUL 
PRACTICE OF APPLYING EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF 
WATER TO THEIR LANDS. 
The Supreme Court's decision denied approval of 
the change applications on the theory of storing the re-
spondents' winter rights. 
The following quotation expresses the ratio decidendi 
of the court's opinion: 
"There is re.ason to believe that the proposed 
changes can be made without impairing vested 
rights of lower water users. From the testimony 
of plaintiffs' irrigation experts there is reason 
to believe that by storing water, which they now 
divert and consume on their lands, in the fall, 
winter and early spring in the proposed reservoir 
and by draining the water table of their 1ne.adow 
lands to a much lower level, a saving of at least 
15,000 acre feet of consumed water can be effected. 
There is much evidence that these lands are 
flooded many times when water is plentiful in 
order to store it in the ground for the dry season, 
that this is a beneficial use where there is no 
reservoir storage available but is very wasteful 
as compared with reservoir storage and later ir-
rigation. Even defendants' experts do not dispute 
these principles but they contend that plaintiffs 
have not and do not now propose to drain the 
water table of their me.adow lands to a lower level 
in order to save this water. It is clear that plain-
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tiffs while contending that such a saving is pos-
sible, also contend that they have the right to 
store in the reservoir and use on the new and old 
lands the full quantity of water awarded them in 
the Cox Decree if it is available, throughout the 
year regardless of what effect it may have on the 
quantity of water available for the use of the lower 
water users on this river system. As we shall 
later demonstrate plaintiffs have no such rights. 
However the evidence supports their first con-
tention that by storing the water now used to 
flood their lands and using it to irrigate them 
when it will do the most good and by lowering 
the water table in their meadow lands, they can 
prevent a wasteful consumption of water. This 
is proven by the records, which show that in the 
past they have diverted much more water per 
acre than the lower users. So it seems probable 
that by such changes they can increase the ef-
ficiency of the water which they use and thereby 
obtain some water for new lands without depriv-
ing the lower users of any quantity of water which 
they would have had without the changes. We con-
clude that the applications nzust be allowed but 
only on condition that the applicants make the 
changes outlined above in the use of their water 
in accordance with their testitnony on that ques-
tion ... " (Emphasis added.) (-!71 P. 2d page 453 
left hand column) 
Appellants drafted paragraphs 5 and 7 of their pro-
posed decree in view of the above language. ....-\ppellants 
understood the Supreme Court to definitely mean that 
the change applications \Yere only approved on the basis 
of respondents draining their 1neadow lands. The Su-
preine Court is entirely correct in stating that .;, (defend-
ants) ... contend that plaintiffs have not and do not now 
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propose to drain the \Vater table of their meadow lands 
to a lower level in order to save this water." It is an 
old adage that a stealing right at the he.ad of the stream 
is better than a vested right at the tail end, and once the 
reservoir is built, the subterfuge of draining the lands, 
etc. \vill have accomplished its purpose. Moveover, once 
the reservoir is constructed it will be exceedingly difficult 
to prevent storage of water belonging to lower users and 
irrespective of whether or not it in1pairs the vested rights 
of appellants. It is for this reason that the drainage and 
saving of water must proceed concurrently with the con-
struction of any reservoir. 
Appellants sincerely believe that the decision of this 
court, and particularly the language quoted above, had 
the effect of calling the respondents' bluff; that the mea-
do'v lands of respondents are far too valuable in their 
present wet condition, for the pasturage of cattle, to 
ever be drained. The lands in their present condition 
yield a far greater net return in proportion to the amount 
of labor and money expended th.an any other agricultural 
lands operated by respondents. 
CONCLUSION 
In a case such as this one, where the State Engineer 
originally thought that the administration of the change 
applications was not feasible, and the dissenting opinion 
of Justice Henriod .also expressed serious doubt as to 
the practicality of storing water which previously flowed 
down the stream to .appellants without impairing the 
rights of such lower users, it is of the utmost importance 
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that the final decree entered herein spell out precisely 
the conditions and the narrow ground of approval, as 
expressed in the majority of the court's opinion. 
There is now pending in the office of the State 
Engineer other applications, where w.ater users along 
the Sevier River and below the Hatch Town Reservoir 
site are seeking to change a winter use into a storage 
right for summer use. Unless the trial court's decree be 
vacated and the Supre1ne Court's opinion be carried into 
a proper decree an avalanche of conflict, misinterpreta-
tion and litigation along the Sevier River will result. 
It therefore becomes necessary for the Supren1e 
Court to again strike down the Findings and Judgment 
of the trial court. 
The manner in which the trial court ignored the 
Supreme Court requires that the ultimate Findings and 
Decree be made by some person other than that court. 
We mean no discourtesy to the trial court. While it is 
difficult for us to understand on ,,~hat theory that court 
can disregard the direction of the Supren1e Court, never-
theless that is the situation as \Ye see it. For tlris court 
to again refer the ease to the trial court for the purpose 
of drafting ne\\T Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law ,and Decree ran only result in another round of 
disappoint1nents, \Ya8ted ti1ne, effort, expense .and a 
third appeal. This n1atter "'"as fully argued to the trial 
eourt and the failure of that court to understand and ap-
ply the Supreme Court's decision would make it futile 
for the matter to ag.ain be referred to that court. 
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We therefore respectfully request that the present 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree be 
vacated; and on the disposition of this case the Supreme 
Court order that the Findings and Decree submitted by 
appellants to the trial court and set forth in the appendix 
to this brief be adopted. Respectfully submitted, 
E. R. CALLISTER 
Attorney General 
ROBERT B. PORTER, Asst. 





Attorneys for Deseret Irriga-
tion Co.; Melville Irrigation 
Co.; Delta Canal Co.; Central 
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Irrigation Co. 
NEPHI J. BATES, 
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RICHARD H. NEBEKER, 
Attorneys for Piute Reser-
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Attorneys for Richfield Irri-
gation and Canal Co.; Anna-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
GARFIELD COUNTY, UTAH 
EAST BENCH IRRIGATION COM-
pANY, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs.-
ST_A_TE OF UTAH; JOSEPH M. 
TRACY, State Engineer of the State 
of Utah; DESERET IRRIGATION 
COMPANY, et al., 
Defendants. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
Civil No. 1471 
The above entitled cause was initiated by the filing 
of twenty-three separate complaints by various water 
users, both personal and corporate, in Piute and Garfield 
Counties, Utah, which complaints appealed from a deci-
sion of the State Engineer of Utah denying plaintiffs' 
applications to change the point of diversion ,and use, 
and place of use of water of the Sevier River and tribu-
taries. The defendants in each case were the same. 
1 
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Pursuant to stipulation, all twenty-three cases, bear-
ing Nos. 1471 to 1493, inclusive, were consolidated as one 
.action, and the complaints in said cases were combined as 
one complaint. The consolidated action was given case 
No. 1471 in the office of the clerk of the above entitled 
court. Pursuant to stipulation the consolidated action 
was tried before the Honorable Lewis Jones, a District 
Judge of the State of Utah, sitting at Panguitch, Gar-
field County, Utah, upon the invitation of the resi-
dent Judge. It was ordered by the Court that the trial 
and decision in the consolidated action should govern 
and adjudicate the rights of all parties to the twenty-
three complaints. 
The trial of said cause came on duly to be heard 
before the Court .at Panguitch, Garfield County, Utah, 
on the 9th day of January, 1952, and from time to time 
thereafter, and all parties having introduced evidence in 
support of their respective causes, the plaintiffs and de-
fendants rested. The Court having subsequently heard 
the arguments of the parties and the cause having been 
submitted, the Court on or about the lOth day of Febru-
ary, 1953, made and entered findings of fact, conclusions 
of law and a decree herein. 
Thereafter the defendants appealed to the Supreme 
Court of the State of Utah from the decree so made 
and entered, and after subn1ission of "~ritten briefs and 
oral argu1nents to said Court, the Supren1e Court n1ade 
and entered its decision ren1anding the said cause to the 
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District Court to amend its findings and judgment to 
conform to the views expressed in said opinion; (the 
decision of the Supreme Court is reported at Vol. 271 
p 2d 449). 
And the said c.ause having been duly remanded to 
said District Court, and in. conformity with the opinion, 
the Court now makes and enters its findings of fact and 
conclusions of law as follows : 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. That on the 23rd day of September, 1948, East 
Bench Irrigation Company filed its Application No. 
a-2328 -vvith the State Engineer of the State of Utah, seek-
ing .a permanent change of the point of diversion and 
nature of use of waters of the Sevier River; that by 
this application said corporation sought to construct, with 
others, an earthen dam on the South Fork of Sevier 
River in Section 5, Township 27 South, Range 5 West, 
S.L.M., said point of diversion being more particularly 
set forth in the application included in the documents 
con1prising Exhibit A in this case; that the applic.ant 
seeks permission to change the nature of the use of 
water by storing the water during those periods of each 
year when it could be conveniently so stored and to be 
withdrawn on call from storage during the irrigation 
season when the water is most critically needed; that 
on the 23rd day of September, 1948, E.ast Panguitch 
Irrigation Company filed its application with the State 
Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, and that ap-
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plication was given No. a-2329 in the State Engineer's 
office of the State of Utah; that on the 23rd day of 
September, 1948, Barton, LeFevre, Tebbs Ditch Com-
pany filed its application with the State Engineer of 
Utah for the same purpose, and that application was 
given No. a-2330; that on the 23rd day of September, 
1948, Mayo Riggs filed ,application with the State En-
gineer of Utah for the same purpose, and that applica-
tion was given No. a-2331; that on the 23rd day of 
September, 1948, McEwan Ditch Company filed its ap-
plication with the State Engineer of lTtah for the same 
purpose, and that application was given No. a-2332; that 
on the 23rd day of September, 1948, Long Canal Com-
pany filed its application 'vith the State Engineer of 
Utah for that same purpose, and that application was 
given No. a-2333; that on the 23rd day of September, 
1948, Angus A. Barton and Osborne S. Henrie filed their 
application with the State Engineer of lTtah for the same 
purpose, and that application 'Yas given K o. a-2334; 
that on the 22nd day of March, 1949, Parker Brothers, 
by Eli Parker, filed application ''ith the State Engineer 
of Utah for the same purpose, and that application "~as 
given No. a-237 -1-; that on the 22nd day of !larch, 1949, 
Loss (Lost) Creek Irrigation Company filed its ap-
plication with the State Engineer of lTtah for the same 
purpose, and that application "\Yas given K o. a-2375; that 
on the 22nd day of 1\f.arch, 1949, l\farshall Ditch (John 
M. Perkins, J an1es II. Dailey, J an1es \Teater and J an1es 
J. Page) filed its application 'vith the State Engineer of 
1Jtah for the same purpose, and that application "~as 
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given No. a-2376; that on the 22nd day of March, 1949, 
Circleville Irrigation Company filed its application with 
the State Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, and 
that application was given No. a-2377; that on the 22nd 
day of March, 1949, John Yardley filed his application 
with the State Engineer of Utah for the same purpose 
and that application was given No. a-2378; that on the 
22nd d'ay of 1\llarch, 1949, Thompson Ditch filed its ap-
plication with the State Engineer of Utah for the same 
purpose, and that application was given No. a-2379; that 
on the 22nd day of March, 1949, Bear Creek Irrigation 
Company filed its application with the State Engineer of 
Utah for the same purpose, .and that application was 
given No. a-2381; that on the 22nd day of March, 1949, 
Rex Whittaker filed his application with the State 
Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, and that ap-
plication was given No. a-2382; that on the 23rd day of 
June, 1949, Alvin D. Johnson, Lindeau Foremaster and 
Eli \Vilson Estate filed their application with the State 
Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, and that ap-
plication was given No. a-2394; th.at on the 23rd day 
of June, 1949, James L. Hatch filed his application with 
the State Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, and 
that application was given No. a-2395; that on the 23rd 
day of June, 1949, M. V. Hatch filed his .application 
with the State Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, 
and that application was given No. a-2396; that on the 
14th day of September, 1949, Hatch Irrigation Company 
(Hatchtown Corporation) filed its application with the 
State Engineer of Utah for the same purpose, and that 
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application was given No. a-2407; that on the -14th day 
of September, 1949, Junction Middle Ditch Irrigation 
Company filed its application with the State Engineer 
of Utah for the same purpose, and that application was 
given No. a-2408; that the applications for all the fore-
going appear in "Exhibit A" of plaintiffs, and were 
introduced and received in evidence in this case. 
2. That on March 22, 1949, three applications were 
filed in the office of the State Engineer of Utah, as 
follows: a-2371 by East Panguitch Irrigation Company; 
a-2372 by East Bench Irrigation Company, and a-2373 
by Long Canal Company; that said three applications 
petitioned for approval of a permanent change of point 
of diversion, place and nature of use in applying waters 
to which the various applicants claimed to be entitled 
to divert from the South Fork of the Sevier River to 
an additional 5,000 acres of land; that said applications 
are "Exhibit B" of plaintiffs and \Vere introduced and 
received as part of the rec.ord in this case. 
3. That all the foregoing applic.ations \vere duly 
advertised pursuant to la,v, protests filed and hearings 
conducted on said applic.ations by the State Engineer of 
Utah. On the 16th day of Marc.h, 1951, ~oseph 1\f. Tracy, 
State Engineer of Utah, 1nade and entered his official 
determination that the applic.ations and each of them 
be denied for the re.ason '~that it would per1nit an enlarge-
Inent of the right sought to be changed, i1npose an 
impossible problem of distribution on the ''Tater Com-
Inissioner, and adversely affect existing rights.'~ 
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4. That the complaints in the above entitled c,ause 
were filed with the County Clerk of Garfield County, 
Utah, within the time permitted by the law, and sought 
a review of the decision of the State Engineer. 
5. That there has been a general adjudication of 
the Sevier River resulting in what is known as the "Cox 
Decree," dated November 30, 1936, and signed by Judge 
J_jeRoy H. Cox, in .an action in the Fifth Judicial Dist-
rict Court in and for Millard County, Utah, entitled 
"Richlands Irrigation Company, a corporation, plain-
tiff, vs. Westview Irrigation Company, a corporation, et 
al., defendants;" that all of the parties to this action, 
or their predecessors in interest, were p.arties in said 
Richlands Irrigation Company action. 
6. That the applicants and plaintiffs herein at the 
present time divert waters from the Sevier River and 
its tributaries by means of diversion dams located in 
the natural stream beds; th.at the waters are diverted 
into ditches which carry the waters to the various points 
of use on the lands of the applicants; that said lands 
are located principally in the area adjoining the com-
munities designated .as Hatch, Panguitch, Circleville and 
Junction, in Garfield and Piute Counties, Utah. 
7. That the head waters of the south fork of the 
Sevier River travel about 225 miles. It is the longest river 
system completely within this state. The south fork 
begins in the high mountains on the north side of Kane 
County near the southern boundary of the state and 
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flows slightly e.ast of north surrounded by valleys and 
canyons between high mountain ranges through Gar-
field, Piute and Sevier counties. It then circles toward 
the west through the southwest corner of Sanpete 
County where it emerges out of the mountainous country 
into the Sevier Desert and into Juab County near the 
Sevier Bridge Reservoir. From there it continues circl-
ing toward the 'vest through the southeast corner of 
Juab County into Millard County, flowing in a south-
westerly direction until it is completely consumed by 
storage reservoirs and irrigation about seventy-five miles 
below the Sevier River Bridge reservoir and before it 
reaches Sevier Lake where it used to empty. Since 1916 
when the last enlargement of the Sevier Bridge Reser-
voir was completed, except for the years 1922, 19±2 
and 1946, all of the waters yielded by this river system 
have been used. A small amount was turned loose in 
1922 and 1942 and .about 23,000 acre feet in 1946. About 
10,000 acre feet of the 1946 water was used for early 
irrigation and the rest was not used. This was brought 
about because the United States created a farm pro-
ject for displaced Japanese .at Abraham and purchased 
20,000 acre feet of "Tater in the Sevier Bridge Reservoir 
which jt failed to use but stored and allo,ved to accunlu-
late in the reservoir from year to year until in 1946 an 
early heavy runoff of water under those conditions filled 
the reservoir, thus necessitating the loss of this "Tater. 
8. From Panguitch \ .... alley to Sevier Lake there 
are thousands of acres of land suitable for cultivation 
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and irrigable from this river, which are uncultivated be-
cause of the scarcity of water. In the Sevier Desert, only 
a small portion of the lands suitable for cultivation which 
could be irrig.ated from this river system if there were 
enough water are now cultivated and irrigated. There 
are many thousands of acres which were once cultivated 
and irrigated from this system which have been aband-
oned and reclaimed by the desert because of the scarcity 
of w.ater. 
9. Above the Sevier Bridge Reservoir the canyon 
walls and the valleys slope from the mountain ranges on 
each side toward the river and all the water which falls 
within this river's watershed and the waters which are 
applied on the lands on both sides quickly find their 
w.ay back to the river, either by direct surface streams 
or underground seepage. Thus much of the water of 
this river system is used over and over for irrigation. 
There are many tight dams along the river which divert 
the entire flow but in a short distance below the tight 
dam \Vater raises in the river bed and soon the stream 
develops into substantial proportions. Below the Sevier 
Bridge Reservoir after the water is used to irrigate 
land it is drained either back into the river or onto 
lower lands and used over again until it is completely 
consumed. So if any of the changes proposed by plain-
tiffs deprives the lower users of the use of water which 
they would have had if the changes were not made, it 
will directly deprive lower w.ater users of the use of 
vitally needed water. 
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10. The lands so irrigated and cultivated by the 
various plaintiffs and their respective stockholders and 
by the defendants and their stockholders are marginal 
throughout the entire course of the river and any and 
all w.ater diverted from the stream and applied to the 
lands in excess of the quantities consumed by plant 
transpiration and evaporation, returns to the natural 
channel of the stream thereby constantly renewing and 
increasing the supply for diversion and use by ap-
propriators further down the valley and stream, and 
excepting for such return flow and rediversions there 
would be insufficient water in the stream to supply 
the lands cultivated in the river valley with the neces-
sary water to produce crops and maintain the numerous 
communities dependent on said stream. 
11. Plaintiffs in this action are irrigation com-
panies who .as early as 1880 constructed canals and 
diversion works and diverted the water of the river 
and applied the same to the land near and along the 
channel of the river to the extent of and frequently in 
excess of the necessities of their lands 'vith the result that 
water diverted and applied in excess of the consun1ptive 
use thereof returned ahnost immediately to the natural 
channel of the river and furnished or increased the 
supply for users in the lo,ver valleys. 
1~. The defendants, other than the Piute ReserYoir 
and Irrigation Company and the Sevier Bridge Reservoir 
Comllany, are also irrigation co1npanies "\Yho diYert the 
water of the Sevier River .and apply the water so 
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diverted to lands marginal to the stream bed of the 
river down stream from and at lower elevations than 
the land'~ irrigated and cultivated by plaintiff companies. 
For more than seventy-five years last p.ast the return 
waters of the river have in part made up the river supply 
for diversion by the defendent companies and in nearly, 
if not all, years during said time, as a result of diversions 
and rediversions all of the w.aters of the river have been 
consumptively used with the result that Sevier Lake 
has now become a dry bed. All of the rights of the 
plaintiff companies are direct flow rights. 
13. There are many storage reservoirs in the Sevier 
River and its tributaries but none of them store the 
'vaters of the south fork above Kingston. The Sevier 
Bridge Reservoir is the largest and the Piute Reservoir 
next. The river flows about one hundred miles between 
them, at first through canyons and then through the 
fertile long Sevier Valley. The Sevier Bridge Reservoir 
has a storage capacity of 235,962 acre feet. It was com-
menced in 1902, and began storing up to the 60 foot 
level in 1912, and finally completed to the 90 fodt level 
in 1916; it supplies water to reclaim 70,000 acres of 
land. The Piute Reservoir was commenced in 1906, began 
storage in 1910 and completed in 1912 with a storage 
capacity of 84,000 acre feet but is only used to store 
7 4,000 acre feet. The cap.acity of these reservoirs is 
much more than the average amount of water avail-
able for storage each ye.ar. 
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14. There are about 70 measuring stations estab-
lished on the Sevier River System, the most important, 
so far as this case is concerned, are the ones at Kingston 
and Hatch. Quite complete records are available for 
a long period of time of the flow of the river and its 
tributaries, and of the snow and rain fall at the various 
places within the watershed .. 
15. During 1906 to 1909 the State of Utah con-
structed a reservoir at the Hatch Town damsite to-
gether with the Old State Ditch to store and convey 
water for the irrigation of some 5,000 acres of new land 
adjacent to said Old State Ditch. The state contracted 
to sell such lands to new settlers who occupied, cultivated 
and irrigated a portion of such acreage but in May, 1914, 
the dam washed out and has not been replaced. The 
settlers abandoned the land which reverted to the state 
and since then has grown only sage brush and 'Yild grass 
without irrigation. 
16. That during the non-irrigation seasons, especial-
ly during the winter, plaintiffs have never diverted or 
used all of their decreed rights. That the large per-
centage of such waters .awarded to the1n haYe not been 
consumed by such use but have returned to the strean1 
above the l(ingston measuring station. This is especially 
true during the non-irrigation seasons. The records show 
that during the months of January, February, 1\{arch, 
April, November and December, the average flo"~ of 
water at the Kingston 1neasuring station has been 1nuch 
larger than it has been at the Ifatch Ineasuring station 
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higher upstream, but during the months of May, June, 
July, August and September, the season of heavy ir-
rigation, the reverse is true. That the consumptive use 
of the "\Vater during the non-irrigation season has been 
small as compared with that of the irrigation season. 
That these waters of the Sevier River not so used and 
not consumed have passed the Kingston guaging station, 
and such waters have been appropriated by defendants 
and used by them as a part of their decreed and vested 
water rights. 
17. That the storage and use of the water as pro-
posed by the plaintiffs in their applications hereinabove 
referred to would deprive the defendants of water which 
defendants have for more than forty years used and 
stored, and would impair the vested rights of the de-
fendants. 
18. That there are measuring stations at Hatch, 
at Circleville Canyon .and at Kingston, all on the South 
Fork of the Sevier River; that such stations record the 
daily flow of the river at their respective points and 
that records have been and now are made and kept 
of such daily measurements both at the office of the 
State Engineer of the State of Utah .and at the office 
of the United States Geological Survey. 
19. That the records of the flow of the South 
Fork at the stations at Hatch and Kingston are available 
for many years prior to and subsequent to the Cox De-
cree, and such records have been made for more than 
thirty years prior to 1949; that in addition to the re-
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cords of the river flow at these two stations, records 
of the diversions of the principal irrigation companies 
and some tributaries of the South Fork of the Sevier 
River are available; that most of these records are con-
tained in the yearly reports of the Sevier River Water 
Commissioners and are exhibits and part of the record in 
this case. 
20. That the construction of the reservoir near 
Hatch, as proposed by applicants, is physically feasible, 
and that applic.ants claim to have the financial ability 
to complete the proposed works; that the applications 
were filed in good faith and not for the purpose of 
speculation or monopoly. 
21. That the points of diversion of all the applicants 
as proposed in their application, are .and will be up-
stream or south of the n1easuring station on the South 
Fork of the Sevier River at Kingston; that daily records 
of the stream flow at the l{ingston measuring station 
on the South Fork of the Sevier River have since June 
12, 1914 shown the flow and volume of water .available 
to the downstream users, including the defendants, from· 
the South Fork of Sevier River, after the 'vater of the 
South Fork has been used by the plaintiffs. 
22. That it has been conceded by all parties to 
this action and the Court finds that the construction and 
operation of both the Piute .and Sevier Bridge Reservoirs 
has resulted in 1nore efficient use of 'vater and has 
facilitated the administration of a substantial part of 
the Sevier River systeu1; that it is also admitted by 
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protestants in their .answer and the Court finds that 
the construction and operation of the proposed reser-
voir near Hatch by plaintiffs would improve and make 
for a more beneficial and efficient use of the water by 
the plaintiffs. 
23. That the granting of the applications, on con-
ditions, may not render .administration of the Sevier 
River System impossible. 
24. That substantial portions of the lands of plain-
tiffs being irrigated with the waters awarded them by 
the said Cox Decree are waterlogged and meadow lands. 
DECREE 
Civil No. 1471 
The above entitled c.ause was initiated by the filing 
of twenty-three separate complaints by various water 
users, both personal and corporate, in Piute and Gar-
field Counties, Utah, by way of appeal from and seeking 
a review of the decision of the State Engineer of Utah 
on plaintiffs' applications to change the point of diversion 
and use and place of use of water of the Sevier River and 
tributaries. The defendants in each case were the same. 
Pursuant to stipulation, all twenty-three cases, bear-
ing Nos. 1471 to 1493, inclusive, were consolidated as one 
action, and complaints in s.aid cases combined as one 
complaint, and said consolidated action was given case 
No. 1471 in the office of the clerk of the above entitled 
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Court. Pursua:rit to stipulation the consolidated action 
was tried before the Honorable Lewis Jones, a District 
Judge of the State of Utah, sitting at Panguitch, Gar-
field County, Utah, upon the invitation of the resident 
Judge. It was further stipulated by the parties, and 
pursuant to the stipulation ordered by the Court, that 
the consolidated action should be one for pleading, deci-
sion, and trial. 
The trial of said cause came on duly to be he.ard be-
fore the Court at Panguitch, Garfield County, Utah, on 
the 9th day of January, 1952, and for some time there-
after, and, all parties having introduced evidence in 
support of their respective causes, the plaintiffs and de-
fendants rested, and the case was submitted to the Court. 
The Court having subsequently heard the arguments of 
the parties and the cause having been submitted, the 
Court on or about the lOth day of February, 1953, made 
and entered findings of fact, conclusions of l.aw and 
decree therein ; 
Thereafter the defendants appealed to the Supreme 
Court of the State of Utah from the decree so made 
and entered, and after submission of ".,.ritten briefs and 
oral arguments to said Supreme Court, the Court made 
and entered its decision remanding the s.aid cause to the 
District Court to an1end its findings and judgment to 
conform to the vie,vs expressed in said opinion; 
And the said cause having been duly remanded to 
said District Court, and in confor1nity with the said 
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opinion the Court having made and entered its Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and ordered judgment 
.and decree entered in accordance therewith; now, there-
fore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND 
DECREED: 
1. That the following applications were duly filed by 
plaintiffs in the office of the State Engineer of Utah and 
are designated by name and number as follows: 
N.ame of Applicant Application No. 
East Bench Irrigation Company __________________________ a-2328 
East Panguitch Irrigation Company __________________ a-2329 
Barton, LaFevre, Tebbs Ditch Company ____________ a-2330 
Mayo Riggs ____________________________ --------------------- _____________ a-2331 
~icEwan Ditch Company ________________________________________ a-2332 
Long Can.al Company ____________________________________________ a-2333 
Angus A. Barton and Osborne S. Henrie __________ a-2334 
Parker Brothers, by Eli Parker __________________________ a-237 4 
Loss (Lost) Creek Irrigation Company ____________ a-2375 
Marshall Ditch (John M. Perkins, James H. 
Dailey, James Veater and James J. Page) ... a-2376 
Circleville Irrigation Company ____________________________ a-2377 
John Yardley ____ ---------------------------------- ______________________ a-2378 
Thompson Ditch. _________________________________ ------- _____________ a-2379 
Bear Creek Irrigation Company __________________________ a-2381 
Rex Whittaker _. _____________________ -· _ ---------------------------_ .. a-2382 
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N.arne of Applicant Application No. 
Alvin D. Johnson, Lindeau Foremaster and Eli 
Wilson Estate ------------------------------------------------a-2394 
James L. Hatch ________________________________________________________ a-2395 
M. \T. Hatch ____ ----------------------------------------------------------a-2396 
I-Iatch Irrigation Company (I-Iatchtown 
Corporation) __________________________________________________ a-2407 
Junction l\1iddle Ditch Irrigation Company ______ a-2408 
* * * 
Name of Applicant Application No. 
East Panguitch Irrigation Company ________________ a-2371 
East Bench Irrigation Company ________________________ a-2372 
I_jong Canal Company ____________________________________________ a-2373 
That said applications are hereinafter referred to as 
"Plaintiffs' Applications" or "Applications" or "Applica-
tions of Plaintiffs." 
2. That the construction and use of the Hatch Town 
Reservoir and the storage, use and change of point of 
diversion or place or nature of use as proposed in the 
plaintiffs' applications, if effected, would invade and 
impair the vested rights of the defendants in the 'vaters 
of the South Fork of the Sevier River. 
3. That not,vithstanding any povision in the Cox 
Decree to the contrary, as claimed by plaintiffs, or any 
storage, use, or change of point of diversion or place 
or nature of use, 'Yhich plaintiffs may hereafter make 
under their applications, the defendants have a vested 
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right to have the waters of the South Fork of the Sevier 
River flow past the Kingston 11easuring Station on 
each and every day for every year in the same quantity 
and at the same hour as would have flowed past said 
l(ingston Measuring Station if no storage, use, or change 
of point of diversion or place or nature of use, as pro-
posed by plaintiffs in their applications, had been made. 
4. That it is the duty of the State Engineer and 
the Sevier River Water Commissioners to make deter-
minations fron1 day to day of the quantity of water that 
would flovv past the Kingston Measuring Station in the 
absence of any stor.age, use or change of point of diver-
sion or place or nature of use as proposed by plaintiffs, 
and to cause such quantity of water as so determined 
to actually pass the Kingston Measuring Station on the 
same day and .at the same time as such water would have 
flowed past the Station had no storage, use or change 
of point of diversion or place or nature of use, as pro-
posed by plaintiffs, been made. The determination of 
the amount of water which must flow past the Kingston 
Station should be decided by the State Engineer .and 
the Water Commissioners from past records without 
regard to what the plaintiffs might claim they would 
have done under the old system. In making such deter-
minations and ·studies the expense occasioned thereby 
should be borne by the plaintiffs and paid periodically 
by them as billed by the State Engineer; .and any 
doubts or uncertainties in the determinations should be 
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resolved against the plaintiffs and in favor of the de-
fendants. This follows since the changes are being made 
at the request and for the benefit of the plaintiffs. 
5. The plaintiffs do not have the right under the 
Cox Decree to construct or use the proposed Hatch 
Town Reservoir and such construction or use may only 
be made after proper application to the State Engineer 
and demonstration to him that the lands of plaintiffs 
have been drained and the nature of the use by plain-
tiffs of their waters has been changed to effect water 
savings and without in any manner interfering with the 
time and flow of water past the Kingston Station as 
herein determined as belonging to the defendants. That 
the State Engineer should not permit the construction 
of such Hatch Town Reservoir until it has been shown, 
by the actual drainage of the lands of the plaintiffs and 
substantial changes in the nature of the use of the waters 
by plaintiffs, that water savings have been effected in 
an amount which will not impair the vested rights of 
the defendants or any of them. 
6. That no plaintiff has the right under the Cox 
Decree or otherwise to divert into the Old State Ditch, 
or into any other ditch or canal, for use upon the 5,000 
acres of new lands referred to in .applications a-2371, 
a-2372 and a-2373, those waters of the South Fork of the 
Sevier River that would flow past the ICingston l\{easur-
ing Station in the absence of any storage, use or change 
of point of diversion or place or nature of use as pro-
posed by plaintiffs in their s.aid applications. 
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7. That the State Engineer, in determining what if 
any water savings might have been effected by plain-
tiffs, should arnong other things find if: (a) Plaintiffs 
have in fact substantially lowered by drainage the w.ater 
table in their meadow lands, and (b) Plaintiffs have 
discontinued the wasteful practice of applying excessive 
amounts of water to their lands, p.articularly in the fall, 
winter and early spring, and (c) The savings have been 
effected while the plaintiffs are irrigating the same 
land, supplying the same culinary water and growing 
the same kind of crops .as were grown prior to the 
changes, and not for seven months of the year but for 
each and every day of each and every year while such 
changes are in operation. 
8. The allocation of the waters of the South Fork 
of the Sevier River as herein set forth will not present 
the State Engineer with .an impossible administrative 
problem. 
9. The decision of the State Engineer of Utah 
denying each of said applications is hereby modified and 
the State Engineer is hereby ordered and directed to 
approve such applications subject to the conditions set 
forth in this decree. 
10. Costs herein are awarded to the defendants. 
DATED this ________________ day of _____________________ , ___________________ , 1955. 
BY THE COURT: 
Judge 
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